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Background: The usefulness of routine follow-up Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI-2)

in asymptomatic dogs treated for discospondylitis is unknown.

Methods: This cross-sectional retrospective study investigated the features of MRI-2 in

a heterogeneous group of dogs treated for discospondylitis, and if these were associated

with the presence or absence of clinical signs. After comparing initial MRI (MRI-1) and

MRI-2, an observer, blinded to the dog’s clinical signs, described the MRI-2 findings.

The study population was then divided into symptomatic or asymptomatic at the time of

MRI-2. Two separate observers subjectively classified the discospondylitis as active or

inactive. Repeatability and interobserver agreement were evaluated.

Results: A total of 25 dogs were included. At the time of MRI-2 16 (64%) dogs

were asymptomatic and 9 (36%) were symptomatic. Based on MRI-2, 20 (80%) and

18 (72%) out of 25 dogs were considered to have active discospondylitis by the first

and second observers, respectively. Interobserver agreement was moderate. No MRI-2

features were associated with the clinical status. The subjective classification of inactive

discospondylitis was significantly associated with asymptomatic clinical status, but the

classification of active discospondylitis was evenly distributed between groups.

Conclusion: This study did not identify a meaningful association between the clinical

status of dogs treated for presumptive discospondylitis and MRI-2 results. There were

no specific MRI-2 features which were associated with the clinical status.

Keywords: discospondylitis, MRI, vertebral endplate, dog, spine, intervertebral disc

INTRODUCTION

Discospondylitis is an infection of one, or more, intervertebral disc (IVD) spaces and adjacent
vertebral endplates (1). The infection may also affect the vertebral bodies and surrounding
soft tissues or extend into the vertebral canal and cause epidural empyema (2). Diagnosis of
discospondylitis may be challenging as clinical signs are often unspecific (1). Magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) is the most sensitive and specific modality for the detection of infections of the
vertebral column in human patients (3, 4) and its use in dogs with discospondylitis has been well
documented (5–8).
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Treatment for discospondylitis generally consists of
administration of antibiotic(s), but surgical intervention
may be necessary in some dogs (2, 9, 10). While various
antibiotic protocols have been proposed, the appropriate length
of the treatment is unknown (1, 11, 12). Relapse of the condition
is likely to occur if antibiotics are discontinued prematurely
(13). Furthermore, clinical signs and diagnostic imaging
findings are often incongruent during disease progression,
complicating the decision regarding when to interrupt treatment.
Radiographic deterioration of discospondylitis was reported
despite improvement of clinical signs in dogs (14).

While MRI is more sensitive than radiography for diagnosing
discospondylitis (5, 15, 16), the value of routine follow-up
MRI (MRI-2) to assist clinical decision making regarding the
appropriate time point of antibiotic therapy discontinuation in
asymptomatic dogs has not been evaluated. In human medicine,
the usefulness of routine MRI-2 in asymptomatic patients is
questionable with multiple studies reporting progressive imaging
deterioration despite successful clinical response to the treatment
(17–19). In fact, the clinical practice guidelines of the Infectious
Disease Society of America do not recommend follow-up MRI in
patients with a favorable clinical response to therapy in vertebral
osteomyelitis (20).

The aim of our study is to describe MRI-2 features in a
heterogeneous group of dogs presumptively diagnosed with
discospondylitis and to investigate if there is an association
between the MRI-2 features and the clinical status. We
hypothesize that MRI-2 findings will be unspecific and not
associated with the clinical status.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The medical records of dogs diagnosed with and treated for
discospondylitis by an ECVN board-certified neurologist, or
ECVN resident, at Dick White Referrals from 2010 to 2019 were
retrieved from the electronic database. Signed owner consent
for the use of clinical information was obtained at the time of
the animal admission to the hospital. No ethical approval was
obtained due to the retrospective nature of this cross-sectional
study, and prior acquisition of written owner consent for patient
data to be included in scientific studies.

Cases were immediately excluded if: (1) clinical records were
not complete up to the time of MRI-2; (2) antibiotics were not
administered as part of the treatment; (3) MRI-2 of the affected
vertebral column region was not performed at least 28 days
from diagnosis.

Of the remaining cases, the MRI study obtained on initial
presentation (MRI-1) was reviewed by an ECVDI-certified
veterinary radiologist (AC) unaware of the dog’s clinical signs.
Only cases that fulfilled the criteria for presumptive diagnosis
of discospondylitis were included in the study. Specifically,
involvement of the intervertebral disc and adjacent vertebral
endplates, a short-tau inversion recovery (STIR) hyperintense
signal and/or contrast enhancement of the paravertebral soft-
tissues and at least one of the following features: presence
of a STIR hyperintense signal and/or contrast enhancement

of the IVD, STIR hyperintense signal or T2-Weighted (T2w)
hypointense or hyperintense signal of the adjacent endplate(s)
(6, 7, 21).

Of the final population of dogs included in the study,
signalment and clinical information (Table 1), culture results
from urine, blood, or affected IVD samples were recorded. The
IVD samples were collected by ultrasound-guided percutaneous
fine-needle-aspiration or intraoperatively. Treatment following
diagnosis was recorded as medical, if only antibiotic therapy
and analgesic drugs were administered; or surgical, if surgery
preceded the antibiotic therapy. The type of medical treatment
following MRI-1, including antibiotic and/or analgesic therapy
was recorded, as well as whether antibiotic therapy was continued
following MRI-2. The time elapsed between MRI-1 and MRI-2
was also recorded.

The cases were divided into two groups based on the
clinical status at the time of MRI-2. Dogs were assigned to
the “asymptomatic” group if clinical signs had resolved and
MRI-2 was performed only as part of a re-examination, or
to the “symptomatic” group if response to the treatment was
unsatisfactory due to either clinical deterioration or failure to
clinically improve.

Both MRI-1 and MRI-2 were performed under general
anesthesia using a low-field, 0.4 T, permanent, open magnet
(Aperto Lucent, Hitachi Medical Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) to
include the portion of the spinal cord indicated by the clinical
neuro-localization on MRI-1, and to include the previously
diagnosed discospondylitis site on MRI-2. Dogs were positioned
in dorsal recumbency with the pelvic limbs in a neutral position.
The first observer (AC), blinded to the dog’s clinical status,
reviewed the acquired images and documented the location of
affected disc space and presence or absence of specific features,
all of which are summarized in Table 2.

Two observers (AC and ES), unaware of the dog’s clinical
status, compared MRI-1 and MRI-2 and subjectively classified
each case as active or inactive discospondylitis, based on the
overall interpretation of the MRI-2 findings. To assess intra-
observer repeatability of this subjective assessment, the images
were re-assessed 2 months later by the first observer (AC), and
the scores repeated.

Whilst no single feature independently led to a case
being assigned “active” or “inactive”, the lack of regional
lymphadenomegaly; the lack of STIR hyperintense signal and/or
contrast enhancement of the perilesional soft tissues, beyond
the tissues dissected during the previous surgical approach;
well defined endplates with no-to-mild STIR hyperintensity;
lack of STIR hyperintense epidural material; no-to-mild only
enhancement of the affected vertebrae; T2-W and STIR
hypointense intravertebral discs compared to spinal cord
were findings considered to be suggestive of inactive disease.
In contrast, regional lymphadenomegaly; STIR hyperintensity
and/or contrast enhancement of the perilesional soft tissues,
beyond the tissues dissected during the previous surgical
approach; ill-defined and effaced endplates with strong STIR
hyperintensity; STIR hyperintense epidural material; strong
contrast enhancement of the endplates and bodies of the affected
vertebrae were features which were considered to be suggestive
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of active disease (6–8, 21). In cases where the features suggestive
of active and inactive overlapped, the classification was awarded
based on observer’s subjective assessment.

Statistical Analysis
The distribution of continuous variables was assessed using
D’Agostino and Pearson test and results are reported as mean ±

standard deviation or median [95% confidence intervals (CI)],
accordingly. Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare the
time between MRI-1 and MRI-2 between symptomatic and
asymptomatic groups.

McNemar test was used to analyze paired ordinal variables
and to assess the presence of systematic difference between:
(1) specific features detected on MRI-1 and MRI-2; (2)
presence of active discospondylitis or inactive discospondylitis
on MRI-2 between symptomatic and asymptomatic groups; (3)
repeatability of identifying active discospondylitis or inactive
discospondylitis on MRI-2.

The Cohen’s Kappa (k) coefficient was calculated to measure
inter-observer agreement.

Fisher’s exact test was used to analyze unpaired ordinal
variables: (1) type of treatment (medical or surgical) between
symptomatic and asymptomatic groups; (2) type of treatment
and active or inactive discospondylitis on MRI-2.

A p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Odd
ratio (OR) and 95% CI, sensitivity and specificity are reported
when appropriate.

To study if any of the MRI-2 features were associated with
the presence of clinical signs a backward stepwise regression was
performed. Variables with variance inflation factor (VIF) > 5
were excluded because of multicollinearity. Hosmer-Lemshow
test and Likelyhood ratio test were used to confirm the good
fitness of the model used.

RESULTS

A total of 168 dogs presumptively diagnosed with
discospondylitis were initially identified, but only 25 fulfilled the
inclusion criteria (Figure 1).

Demographic and clinical data of the population of dogs
included in this study are summarized in Table 1. Spinal
hyperesthesia and paresis were reported in 96 and 40% of the
dogs, respectively. Clinical signs were present for a median
of 30 days before hospital admission. Discospondylitis was
naturally occurring in 20/25 (80%) cases and developed after
spinal surgery to address spinal cord compression secondary to
intervertebral disc disease in 5/25 (20%) cases: 2 dogs following
lumbosacral (LS) dorsal laminectomy, annulectomy (1/2) and
IVD fenestration (1/2); 2 dogs following IVD fenestration
performed at the time of thoracolumbar hemilaminectomy; and
1 dog following a cervical ventral slot. Time between surgery
and development of discospondylitis was 9, 30, 75, 93, and
102 days. Dogs who underwent L7-S1 dorsal laminectomy
(2/25) were diagnosed with discospondylitis based on clinical
deterioration despite lack of neural tissue compression, presence
of STIR hyperintense and/or enhancing soft tissues surrounding
to the affected IVD, as well as abnormal IVD space and

adjacent vertebral bodies (Figure 2). Dogs diagnosed with
discospondylitis following thoracolumbar IVD fenestration
(2/25) were diagnosed with discospondylitis based on marked
IVD and endplate changes, and absence of similar changes
in the remainder of the fenestrated discs (Figure 3). The dog
that underwent ventral slot was subsequently diagnosed with
discospondylitis based on severe endplate changes, characterized
by strong STIR hyperintense signal which extended within the
vertebral body and heterogenous, ill-defined endplate margins, as
well as presence of STIR hyperintense epidural material and lack
of neural tissue compression to explain the clinical deterioration
(Figure 4).

In 56% of the dogs, discospondylitis affected the LS
intervertebral disc. Treatment between MRI-1 and MRI-2 was
medical in 13 (52%) dogs and surgical in 12 (48%) dogs.
Surgical treatment was pursued at the clinician’s discretion to
address spinal cord compression secondary to disc extrusion or
empyema (10/12), and/or curettage and acquisition of samples
for culture (10/12). Surgical treatment consisted of: C6-C7
ventral slot revision for curettage and sample collection in 1/12
dogs; T12-T13 hemilaminectomy, spinal cord decompression
and IVD fenestration in 1/12 dogs; L2-L3 IVD fenestration
and curettage in 1/12 dogs; L3-L4 hemilaminectomy, spinal
cord decompression and IVD fenestration in 1/12 dogs; L6-
L7 mini-hemilaminectomy, spinal cord decompression and IVD
fenestration in 1/12 dogs; exploratory laparotomy to treat a
sublumbar abscess secondary to migrating foreign body in 1/12
dogs; lumbosacral dorsal laminectomy, IVD fenestration and
curettage in 5/12 dogs; revision of the previous lumbosacral
dorsal laminectomy in 1/12 dogs.

Samples for culture of different tissues were taken in 22/25
(88%) dogs. Urine culture was performed in 14/25 (56%)
dogs and was positive in 3 dogs: Proteus mirabilis (n = 2)
and Escherichia coli (n = 1). A total of 13/25 (52%) dogs
had blood culture performed, which was positive in 5 dogs:
Staphylococcus species (n = 4) and Acinetobacter species (n =

1). Culture of ultrasound guided fine needle aspirates of the
affected intervertebral disc was performed in 2/25 (8%) dogs and
resulted negative. A total of 10/25 (40%) dogs underwent surgical
sampling of the affected disc and culture was positive in 5/10
dogs: Staphylococcus species. (n= 3), Sphingomonas paucimobilis
(n= 1) and Corynebacterium efficiens (n= 1).

Dogs who had a negative tissue culture, or in which
no samples were taken, were presumptively diagnosed with
discospondylitis based on a combination of history, clinical
presentation, neurological examination findings and diagnostic
imaging findings.

The median (95% CI) time between MRI-1 and MRI-2 was
123 (28–860) days. In all dogs, STIR and T2-W sequences were
performed during both MRI-1 and MRI-2. However, T1-W
sequences were not performed in 8 dogs and 4 dogs during MRI-
1 and MRI-2, respectively. Contrast (Gadobutrol 1 mmol/ml,
Gadovist, Bayerr, Germany) at a dose of 0.1 ml/kg was not
administered to 10 out 25 (40%) dogs during MRI-1 and 5 out of
25 (20%) dogs during MRI-2. The presence or absence of specific
MRI features detected on MRI-1 and MRI-2 are summarized in
Table 2.
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FIGURE 1 | Flow diagram illustrating the inclusion and distribution of dogs in this study. MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; MRI-2, follow-up MRI; STIR, short-tau

inversion recovery; n, number of dogs.

At the time of MRI-2, 16 dogs were asymptomatic and 9
were symptomatic. The time between MRI-1 and MRI-2 did
not differ (p = 0.813) between symptomatic [123(34–620) days]
and asymptomatic dogs [136 (28–860) days]. Furthermore, the
type of treatment (medical or surgical) following MRI-1 was
not different between symptomatic and asymptomatic dogs
(Table 3).

At the time of MRI-2 22/25 dogs were receiving treatment,
which consisted of antibiotic-therapy in 10/22 dogs, analgesic
therapy in 2/22 dogs and a combination of the two in 10/22. All
except three symptomatic cases (7/10) were receiving antibiotics
and pain relief at the time or MRI-2, and 1/15 cases was receiving
analgesic medication alone. Two (2/15) symptomatic cases were
not receiving medication. Thirteen (13/15) asymptomatic dogs
were receiving antibiotics, which was combined with analgesic
therapy in 4/15 cases. One (1/15) asymptomatic case was not
receiving any treatment, and one case was receiving analgesic
medication alone (1/15).

Based on MRI-2, 20 out of 25 (80%) and 18 out of 25 (72%)
dogs were considered to have presumptive active discospondylitis
at the first and second assessment by observer 1, respectively
(p = 0.62). Observer 2 classified 7/25 (72%) cases as active
discospondylitis. The Cohen’s kappa (k) coefficient was 0.6 and
0.4 indicating a moderate agreement between the observers on
first and second assessment, respectively.

After first assessment of MRI-2 by observer 1, 10/13 medically
treated and 10/12 dogs surgically treated dogs were considered
to have active discospondylitis (p > 0.99). After the second
assessment of MRI-2 by observer 1, 8/13 medically treated
and 10/12 dogs surgically treated were considered to have
active discospondylitis (p = 0.38). Following attribution of
the classification of active and inactive, it was noted that
all dogs with lymphadenomegaly (7/25) on MRI-2 had been
attributed an active classification. All dogs with soft tissue STIR
hyperintensity on MRI-2 (16/25) and 13/14 dogs with STIR
epidural hyperintensity had also been classified as active. A total
of 17/20 with STIR hyperintense endplates were also classified
as active.

A systematic difference between MRI evaluation of active
and inactive discospondylitis in symptomatic and asymptomatic
dogs was found on MRI-2 after both assessments by observer 1
(Table 3). At first assessment, the sensitivity and specificity of the
association between active and inactive scores and symptomatic
or asymptomatic clinical status were 40% (21.88–61.34) and
80% (37.55–98.97), respectively. On the second assessment,
the sensitivity was 38.9% (20.31–61.38) and the specificity was
71.4% (35.89–94.92).

The antibiotic therapy was continued in 8/15 asymptomatic
dogs, 7 of which were considered to have active disease onMRI-2;
antibiotic therapy was not continued in 6/15 asymptomatic dogs,
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TABLE 1 | Demographic information and clinical data of 25 dogs with

discospondylitis included in this study.

Demographic information and clinical data

Breeds (n)

- Labrador Retriever

- Springer Spaniel

- German Shepherd Dog

- Basset hound

- Beagle

- Boxer

- Crossbreed

- Miniature Dachshund

- English Bull Terrier

- Hungarian Vizsla

- Siberian Husky

- Rhodesian Ridgeback

- West Highland White Terrier

8

4

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Sex (n)

- Female entire-Female neutered

- Male entire-Male neutered

4–6

13–2

Clinical signs (n)

- Spinal pain

- Paresis

- Lameness

24

10

1

Age (months) [mean (± standard deviation)] 78 (±23)

Weight (kg) [mean (± standard deviation)] 29.2 (±10.3)

Duration of clinical signs (days) [median (95%

confidence intervals)]

30 (7–75)

Cause of discospondylitis (n)

- Natural

- Post-surgical

20

5

Time from surgery to discospondylitis (days)

[median (95% confidence intervals)]

75 (9–102)

Affected disc spaces (n)

- L7-S1

- L8-S1

- T12-13

- L2-3

- L3-4

- C6-7

- L1-2

- L1-3

- L5-6

- L6-7

13

1

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

Data are reported as mean (± standard deviation) or median (95% confidence intervals).

n, number of dogs; C, cervical; T, thoracic; L, lumbar; S, sacral.

3 of which were classified as active. One asymptomatic case was
euthanised due to unrelated disease. The antibiotic therapy was
continued in 8/10 symptomatic dogs, 5 of which were considered
to have active disease on MRI-2. One (1/10) symptomatic case
was euthanised due to disease progression and one (1/10) was not
continued on antibiotic-therapy: both cases had MRI-2 classified
as active disease.

A total of 4/25 dogs underwent urine (2/4), intervertebral disc
(1/4) and blood cultures (1/4): 2/4 of the cases were symptomatic
and 0/4 of the cultures were positive.

From the logistic regression, MRI-2 epidural contrast
enhancement (p = 0.997), epidural STIR hyperintensity (p =

0.997), endplate T2-W hyperintensity (p = 0.281), endplate

STIR hyperintensity (p = 0.998), medical treatment (p = 0.392)
were included in the final model and were not associated
with the clinical status. Hosmer-Lemshow test (p = 0.78) and
Likelyhood ratio test (p = 0.016) confirmed the good fitness of
the model used.

DISCUSSION

This study assessed the MRI-2 findings in a group of dogs
presumptively diagnosed with, and treated for, discospondylitis.
According to our results, no systematic difference was found
between MRI-1 and MRI-2 features. There was a systematic
difference between the subjective classification of active and
inactive disease on MRI-2 and the presence of clinical signs with
a sensitivity and specificity of 38.9–40 and 71.4–80% respectively.
Whilst a systematic difference was found, these findings illustrate
that “inactive disease” on MRI is associated with asymptomatic
cases. However, the low sensitivity illustrates the subjective
and likely inaccurate imaging classification of “active disease”
which was evenly distributed between the symptomatic and
asymptomatic groups. Therefore, routine MRI-2 might not
provide useful information in asymptomatic dogs treated for
discospondylitis in the clinical setting, as no specific features were
associated with the presence or absence of clinical resolution.

Despite the low number of dogs included in this study,
the population reflected previous findings (1, 12, 22):
discospondylitis affected mainly the lumbosacral IVD of
intact male dogs; presenting clinical signs were unspecific
but spinal pain was the most frequent; Staphylococcus species
were the most frequent infectious agents isolated on available
tissue samples.

Both MRI-1 and MRI-2 were available to the observers for
comparison, as they would be in the clinical setting. Active
or inactive discospondylitis scores were attributed based on
the presence or absence of a regional inflammatory process,
that is commonly used to distinguish a degenerative from
an infectious process during the diagnosis of discospondylitis
(7, 21–23). However, the authors recognize that the presence
of an active infection cannot be discarded purely based on
the absence of paravertebral soft tissue changes and regional
inflammatory changes (ex: lymphadenomegaly), as resolution
of soft tissue infection may precede that of the avascular IVD
(24, 25). In the present study, the classification of “inactive”
discospondylitis score was mostly attributed to asymptomatic
cases. However, this study revealed that while a dog without
signs of active disease on MRI-2 is probably asymptomatic, the
opposite might not be true: a dog with features interpreted
as active discospondylitis on MRI-2 may be symptomatic
or asymptomatic, suggesting that presumptive inflammatory
changes may be present in the absence of an active infectious
process. In addition, asymptomatic dogs were not more likely
to have presumptive inactive disease on MRI-2. Especially in
clinically improved cases, routine follow upMRI will likely prove
challenging to be interpreted and may lead to additional testing
or unnecessary interventions. These findings are consistent
with previous studies in human medicine in which routine
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FIGURE 2 | Midline (A) and 4mm from midline (B) MRI-1 short-tau inversion recovery (STIR) sagittal images of a dog that developed discospondylitis post-operatively,

4 months following dorsal laminectomy and IVD annulectomy. The diagnosis was based on the combination of severe and progressive clinical signs, lack of significant

persistent IVD protrusion causing neural tissue compression and changes affecting the epidural space (arrow-head) and the vertebral body (arrow), and erosion of the

end plates.

FIGURE 3 | MRI-1 (A) 2 months post-surgery, and MRI-2 (B) 10 months post-surgery of a dog that underwent L1-L2 left hemilaminectomy and T12-L3 IVD

fenestrations. The dog developed marked spinal pain and on MRI-1 (A) there was no evidence of neural tissue compression at the previous IVD extrusion site (L1-L2),

and evidence of T12-T13 discospondylitis (large arrowhead) corresponding to a previously fenestrated disc site. Note the lack of STIR abnormalities in the other

fenestrated discs (small arrowhead).

FIGURE 4 | MRI-1 (A) and MRI-2 (B) midline sagittal short-tau inversion recovery (STIR) images of the case diagnosed with C6-C7 discospondylitis following ventral

slot. One month separates MRI-1 and MRI-2. Note the extensive soft tissue changes (arrowhead) which my be associated with surgical exposure. The degree of

effacement and STIR hyperintensity affecting the endplates, as well as the STIR hyperintense material in the epidural space were considered beyond what is expected

following surgery. The dog had cervical spinal pain despite lack of obvious neural tissue compression. The dog was “symptomatic” at the time of MRI-2 and both

observers classified the case as “active.”

follow-up MRIs in asymptomatic patients were of questionable
value (18–20).

While this study was retrospective, interpretation of
symptomatic and asymptomatic cases was straight forward in
all instances as the clinician clearly specified the clinical status

during the request for MRI-2. However, we cannot categorically
exclude that some dogs with neural tissue compression secondary
to degenerative disease, such as intervertebral disc protrusion,
may have been included in the symptomatic group based on
the presence of neuropathic pain. Given that neural tissue
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compression was evenly distributed through the symptomatic
and asymptomatic groups, and that the majority of our cases was
asymptomatic, it is unlikely that this would have significantly
affected the findings of our study. The even distribution of dogs
with neural tissue impingement between groups supports the
previously reported low association between presence of neural
tissue compression and clinical signs in dogs with degenerative
spinal disease (26–29).

In the present study, discospondylitis was presumptively
diagnosed after 9 to 102 days from spinal surgery in 20%
of dogs. To the authors’ knowledge, post-operative MRI
soft tissue changes have not been described in dogs, and
interpretation between the expected normal post-operative
inflammation or presence of infection is challenging. In
theory, the soft tissue damage and inflammation caused by
the surgical approach is foreseeable to cause short- and
long-term MRI changes associated with inflammation and
fibrosis of the paravertebral tissues, respectively. It is therefore
possible that we may have included false-positive cases where
the MRI changes were associated with normal post-surgical
inflammation and not with an infectious process. However,
the presumptive diagnosis of discospondylitis in each case was
a combination of history, clinical signs, laboratory data and
MRI findings. A study reporting post-operative MRI changes
in dogs following lumbosacral dorsal laminectomy described
a high frequency of contrast enhancing epidural tissue which
suppressed fully on fat saturation sequences (29). In our study,
the included post-operative cases were presumptively diagnosed
with discospondylitis based on presence of clinical signs
indicating neurological deterioration despite previous successful
decompressive surgery, absence of neural tissue compression
on MRI-1, and changes involving the vertebral endplates and
vertebral body beyond the expected following surgery (29).
In our study, two dogs developed discospondylitis following
L7-S1 dorsal laminectomy, two dogs following thoraco-lumbar
hemilaminectomy and one dog following a cervical ventral slot.
The soft tissue changes detected on MRI-1 were considered
significantly more extensive than expected for a normal post-
operative MRI study and, for this reason, they were considered
representative of an infectious process (29). Similarly, the dogs
treated surgically after MRI-1 could have been a source of bias as
the post-surgical soft tissue changes could have been considered
a sign of an active discospondylitis process on MRI-2. There was
no difference in the proportion of dogs classified with active or
inactive discospondylitis onMRI-2 between the treatment groups
but it cannot be categorically excluded that a difference may be
present with a larger sample size group.

In human medicine, suspected infectious diseases with
negative tissue culture, such as spondylodiscitis, vertebral
osteomyelitis, sepsis, endocarditis and periprosthetic joint
infections, have been widely reported (30–34). In our study, 10
out of 12 dogs in which discospondylitis was treated surgically,
had an IVD sample taken. The culture was negative in five
of them. Negative culture on canine discospondylitis is not an
uncommon finding (5, 9) and the following causative factors
should be considered: (1) lack of sensitivity of culture medium
to detect all infecting bacteria; (2) different types of infectious

TABLE 2 | Type of treatment between MRI-1 (magnetic resonance imaging at

initial presentation) and MRI-2 (follow-up), defined subjectively as active or inactive

discospondylitis after MRI-2 in symptomatic and asymptomatic dogs.

Symptomatic

(n = 9)

Asymptomatic

(n = 16)

p-value OR (95%CI)

Treatment 5 Medical

4 Surgical

8 Medical

8 Surgical

0.99

1stassessment

of

discospondylitis

on MRI-2 (n)

8 Active 1

Inactive

12 Active

4 Inactive

0.005* 12(1.77–512.97)

2nd

assessment

of

discospondylitis

on MRI-2 (n)

7 Active

2 Inactive

11 Active

5 Inactive

0.026 5.5(1.20–51.06)

n, number of dogs; OR, odd ratio; CI, 95% confidence intervals.

organisms (i.e. fungal or parasitic) for which specific cultures
were not acquired, (3) prior antibiotic exposure; (4) slow-
growing or fastidious bacteria, (5) intracellular bacteria that
cannot be cultured with the available methods; (6) sampling error
or insufficient sample (30–32). Further studies are needed to
understand the driving cause for negative culture on dogs affected
with discospondylitis.

Vertebral endplate contrast enhancement is frequently
reported in the diagnosis of discospondylitis (7, 21, 22). In the
present study, vertebral endplate enhancement was present in
all dogs on MRI-2 that received intravenous contrast medium,
despite the presence or absence of clinical signs. This finding
suggests that vertebral endplate enhancement is likely present
in the absence of active infectious disease and may therefore
be an unreliable feature when analyzing MRI-2 for evidence
of active infection. The underlying reason for the presence of
contrast enhancement on a higher proportion of dogs on MRI-2
compared to MRI-1 is unclear. A plausible hypothesis may be the
presence of greater vascular supply and increasing granulation
tissue associated with healing results in this finding. These
findings are in line with previous reports in human literature
(18, 20).

In a previous study, a high incidence of contrast enhancement
of the vertebral endplates was also reported in reactive, but
not infectious, endplate disorders and highlighted that there is
overlap between the signal patterns of degenerative, infectious,
and neoplastic diseases (21). However, in that study, no
dogs had contrast enhancement of the IVD, except if they
had discospondylitis. In our study, no difference on IVD
contrast enhancement was found between symptomatic and
asymptomatic dogs on MRI-2. Intervertebral disc enhancement
may, therefore, likely be present in inactive discospondylitis
and should therefore be interpreted with caution on follow-
up MRI. This finding is further supported by a previous
study which reported a high frequency of intervertebral disc
enhancement in follow-up MRI in dogs who underwent
dorsal lumbosacral laminectomy (29). Neovascularisation of
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TABLE 3 | Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) features detected on initial presentation (MRI-1) and follow-up (MRI-2) in 25 dogs with discospondylitis.

MRI features MRI-1 MRI-2 Presence on MRI-1 vs. MRI-2

(n) (n) Not in MRI-1-Yes Yes in MRI-1—Not Yes in MRI-1—Yes No in MRI-1—Not p-value

in MRI-2 in MRI-2 in MRI-2 in MRI-2

Paravertebral tissue STIR hyperintensity 20 16 1 5 15 4 0.22

Paravertebral tissue contrast enhancement 14* 16* 0 3 8 1 0.25

Epidural contrast enhancement 12* 15* 0 0 8 1 n/a

Epidural STIR hyperintensity 14 11 2 5 9 9 0.45

IVD STIR hyperintensity 15 9 2 8 7 8 0.11

IVD contrast enhancement 12* 10* 1 3 6 1 0.62

Vertebral endplate T2-W hyperintensity 10 9 2 3 7 13 1

Vertebral endplate T2-W hypointensity 10 7 1 4 6 14 0.37

Vertebral endplate STIR hyperintensity 20 16 0 4 16 5 0.13

Vertebral endplate T1-W hypointensity 13∇ 15∇ 3 5 7 3 0.72

Vertebral endplate T1-W eroded 12∇ 11∇ 2 2 9 5 0.62

Vertebral endplate T1-W destroyed 3∇ 5∇ 2 1 2 13 1

Vertebral endplate T1-W eroded + destroyed 14∇ 16∇ 1 0 14 3 1

Length of vertebral body changes >25% 11 8 1 4 7 13 0.37

Vertebral endplate contrast enhancement 14* 20* 1 0 11 0 n/a

Lymphadenomegaly 13 7 2 7 5 10 0.18

Neural tissue compression 19 15 0 4 15 6 0.13

n, number of dogs; STIR, short-tau inversion recovery; IVD, intervertebral disc; T2-W, T2-Weighted; T1-W, T1-Weighted; n/a, not applicable.
*A total of 15 and 20 dogs were administered contrast during MRI-1 and MRI-2, respectively.

∇ A total of 17 and 21 dogs had T1-W sequence performed during MRI-1 and MRI-2, respectively.

the intervertebral disc during healing is also hypothesized
as a potential underlying pathophysiological mechanism for
contrast enhancement in cases who have been successfully treated
for discospondylitis.

The retrospective nature of this study is a limitation as well
as the low number of subjects allocated to the symptomatic
and asymptomatic group. This is likely a result of the low
incidence of discospondylitis in the general population of
dogs (1). Furthermore, as discospondylitis carries an overall
good prognosis (1, 12), the ambiguous utility of follow up
MRI paired with its challenging interpretation, the need
for a general anesthetic, and the associated monetary and
emotional implications to the owners, are likely to have
been driving causes for the limited number of cases that
underwent MRI-2.

The MRI protocols were not standardized and some of
the cases did not receive intravenous contrast. This lack of
homogeneity likely stems from the fact that once the clinicians
involved in the case consider the images diagnostic, they
may refrain from performing additional sequences due to
monetary restraints, as well as to prevent unnecessary prolonging
of anesthesia.

The two observers had a moderate interindividual agreement
during the classification of active or inactive MRI-2. The lack
of a perfect agreement likely stems from the ambiguity of MRI-
2 findings, in part due to the frequent presence of overlapping
imaging features which are suspected to represent presence and

absence of infection. This finding highlights the importance of
combining clinical, laboratory and imaging data during clinical
decision making as MRI features alone are subject to individual
interpretation. It is possible that the inclusion of a greater number
of reviewers or review of serial MRI studies would have yielded
different results.

Information regarding patient outcomes following MRI-2,
especially in asymptomatic cases, would have been of value
to understand if these cases have indeed inactive disease, or
if the clinical signs relapsed further down the line indicating
persistent infection. Given the retrospective nature of this
study and that most dogs were continued on antibiotics
despite the classification of “inactive” disease, the ability to
draw any conclusions is hindered. Further studies should
include a set protocol regarding the length of treatment and
interval of time between MRI-1 and MRI-2 so that conclusions
can be inferred regarding usefulness of MRI-2 in clinical
decision making.

Lastly, considering the influence of field strength on the tissue
contrast (35), the changes reported in this study may not be
applicable to high field MRI.

In conclusion, this study did not identify meaningful evidence
to support routine MRI-2 in dogs treated for discospondylitis
and in which clinical signs have resolved. In addition, this study
did not identify specific MRI characteristics which are associated
with the clinical status of dogs presumptively diagnosed with
discospondylitis. The utility of MRI in assessing patients that
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continue to have clinical signs, and specifically the role of
contrast in evaluating these cases, remains unclear at this stage.
Considering the small population size, the heterogenicity of
the cases and MRI protocols, and the fact that not all dogs
received contrast, further studies are required to evaluate the
clinical relevance of intervertebral disc and vertebral endplate
enhancement on follow-up MRI.
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